Trees

Complete the five steps to earn your Trees Badge.

1. **Try some tree fun:** Explore the woods and take a sketch pad with you. Draw three different types of trees that you see and make note of what makes them unique.

2. **Dig into the amazing science of trees:** Learn all about the ecological, spiritual, and mythological history of trees by checking out this [video](#).

3. **Make a creative project starring trees:** Create a video, paint a portrait of the woods, or compose a song about trees and their history.

4. **Explore the connection between trees and people:** Join Jessica to learn more about the connection between trees and people!

5. **Help trees thrive:** Trees rely on many different factors including sun, specific types of soil, and rainfall to grow and thrive in the forest. Choose one tree and research what that particular tree needs to survive for many years, then think about the ways that pollution or climate changes might affect the health of not only your tree but all trees.